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Features of Protectomatic Bodyguard Protection System
* 3 Step function giving a superior security and simplicity

A Detection of all motions and events

B Identification of all events by long range ID readers

C Verification of ell events if they are friendly or unidentified

* Wireless/wire based portable system cowering large areas installed in a  few minutes only

* Zone functions where you can see what is happening everywhere in the area

* All events with unknown identity are displayed with a photo of what caused the alarm trig

* All ID tagged persons can be followed in close to real time  where they are in the area.

* Everyone without the authorized ID tag will generate an alarm automatically in a few seconds
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Protectomatic Body Guard Security solution
This is a package specially designed to fit into body guard and in home protection applications. Application preferable

needs a portable system easy and fast to install in a new environment. The system is based on a net work design

with special detectors and ID readers communication over a wireless LAN. Cables can be used when this is better.

The central unit is a PC with a screen where all can be controlled by easy to use menus.

Body Guard system is operating in zones. Each zone have at least one detector sensing movements. The zone do

also have an ID reader synchronized with the detector. When the detector sense a motion in the area the reader

ask for an ID.

All approved persons carry a tag/badge and the tag reply with its unique ID.

Some detectors count people and can see if there are more movements in an area than approved ID cards. If so

someone must be without the ID tag.

The central PC system have the database with all settings. Here the logics are checked and alarms initiated.

ID tags / badges have 2 way communication. There are also optional connections for inputs and outputs. These

can be connected to extra functions like health monitoring and alarms. There can also be a alarm button on the

tag.

ID tagged objects can have logics checking if they are there and to give alarm if disappearing from the area or

approved zones.



Parts included in the Protectomatic Body guard system
Detector module system

Depending on application and need we can use several models of

detection device. If application do not demand counting functions

we can use standard PIR detectors or Video based motion alarms.

As we need just a trig to activate the reader we are flexible. Often

we can connect to the already installed burglar alarm mostly

operating on standard PIR detectors.

Video alarms can offer some good options in control of area and

then they are a good solution.

Left image show the DigPIR-cam system. Here we use a very unique

image processing to get better images. Pls. examples below

showing the unique image enhancement capabilities.

This camera do also have a built in PIR alarm detector trigging the

camera. The camera have an integrated unique wireless function

and the camera unit can communicate direct to central unit. Low

level viewing and operation in low contrast environment is excellent.

The camera can be integrated into discrete encapsulations

Low level

out door

Foggy morning operation

                   at  an airport
Where is the

aircraft ?

ID reader module system

This is the heart of the unique system. We use a

special designed RFID long range solution. The

standard model showed at photo can cower a

diameter of 60 meter at free sight.

Persons and equipment can be tagged or carry a

badge . The detector trig will initiate a search for

identity of the person moving. If the reader find a

correct ID it is OK and if there is no correct ID the

alarm is activated.

ID tags are intelligent and can have in and outputs.

Special models can have alarm buttons for

protection. There is a buzzer model and a health

monitor option.

Tags can look in many ways. Image above shows 3 models. The water proof

model is showed at right. We have open units we can integrate into what fits best.

They can be hidden in cloths etc.

Staff control function.

As we can sense in what reader the ID card is located we can also see and check

where staff are just now. Speed is very high and we can control up to 150 ID per

second.

Equipment can also be tagged and traced by the system This can be used for

keeping control of important inventory. Digital inputs can add functionality



3D laser radar systems can offer very

advanced 3D detection capabilities.

This out door view can see a pioece

of sugar at 50-100 meter range.

Protectomatic can use all type of

cameras including Thermal

cameras and 3D laser cameras

and night vision cameras .

Dynaview is the state of art.

Bodyguard Central unit

The solution is net work based. It can operate over copper cables when

preferred. W-LAN and wireless is also standards.

There is a PC under Windows XP handling the data base and logistics. Menus

are simple and straight. All events are logged. There is a IP interface for

remote operation and information share.

PC system can also view all included cameras. Videos can be shared and

stored.

Bodyguard solution is normally set before the mission. If we use the battery

operated ID Readers and sensors this will give a very short start up time. In

a system with 3-5 points the time from arrival to full security can be less 15

minutes.

G3 mobile communication can be connected so head quarters and back up

forces can have easy connection and feed back in seconds.

Laser trigger with 400 meter  range

and integrated camera unit.

This can point out in nowhbere and

all loggs kin a distance range can

alert the operator and send an image.

This gives a a very good flexibility and

simplicity in operation.

Processed image of a street area

2 persons have cursors showing they are

active and detected and counted.

Behind them the track they walked is

marked on image

The larger square is the active area of alarm

functions. What is outside is viewed but not

checked in any ways by software.

All videos with motions can be stored and

logged with time stamps

The motion triggs alarms for the ID  reader

and integration to Protectomatic is

complete.

This software works with all our video

cameras and is integrated into the net work.
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Protectomatic RFID
Protectomatic Body Guard system

Principal layout of a larger system for area protection

The rings are readers coverage which is blocking all streets and entrances in the area.

This is supported by laser barriers and IR detectors if anyone try to pass beside the roads

Bottom colour shows zones with different access. There is no fences between the zones.

Red area are forbidden for everyone staff included. Outside zone areas are not checked here. Sensors and ID

readers can be added to protect inventory.

Guard have access to following information.

* What ID zones was visited by who and when ?

* Anyone who have outside zone of acceptance ?

* Anyone with no ID cards cause an alarm ?

* Are anyone moving around tagged inventory ?

* All cameras can be viewed when you want. We can activate image for all motions with no alarms out side

zones.

* Fail safe redundant operation. Any sensor not working as planned can give an alarm. Manipulations are

then very difficult and all attempts get known immediately for guards

* IP address makes all information possible to share over internet at long ranges.

Discrete

camera


